
Dark Realm Game Studio. 
Map Editor. 

This document is about the Dark Realm Game Studio map editor. And how I would love for it to 
function. When it is designed. The map editor is the ground work for designing your game 
levels. Below you will find how I believe it should work. Pretaining to the Neo Axis Game Engine. 

Chapter 1 
The Map Editor. 

Description: 

The Map Editor is a tool for creating worlds for your project. The tool is a complex editor to 
manage objects on the map. In addition to positioning and configuring the objects on the map, 
the tool includes specialized editors, such as: 

•HeightmapTerrain: — landscapes editor on the basis of heightmaps. 

•MapCompositorManager: — Editor for configuration of full-screen effects. 

•DecorativeObjectManager: — Manager of decorative objects. Designed to create a 
large number small objects such as grass, small stones and more. 

•Logic Editor: — Editor for adding behavior logic of the objects on the map 



General View: 

The Map Editor consists of the following elements: 

1.Upper panel - menu and toolbar. 

2.Objects window - list of objects on the current map. 

3.Window of objects creation - list of available objects for creation. 

4.Properties window - window with the properties of the selected objects. 

5. Workspace - window for editing the objects using visual tools. 



Working with the Editor: 

Creating a map involves the following steps: 

•Creating basis of the map 

•Placing of the objects 

•Logic configuration. 

The basic framework for most maps is heightmap terrain or static mesh. You can add objects on 
a map using Object Creation Window. At least, map logic is a set of specific algorithms for this 
map. An example of logic could be an event that occurs when the main character enters a 
certain pre-defined area. Map logic is configured in a special editor. You can learn more about how to 
work with logic editor in this article. 

Camera Controls: 



You can use the following keys to move around the map in the editor: 

•W — move forward. 

•A — move left. 

•S — move backward. 

•D — move right. 

•Q — move straight up. 

•E — move straight down. 

If you Press and hold the Shift button, it allows you to move quickly around the map. 

if you Right-click with the mouse and hold you will be able to rotate the camera in the cursor 
movement direction. There the camera is fixed at one point. 

With the middle mouse button pressed and moving the mouse , the camera moves in the 
appropriate direction, just like when using A and D buttons, and when moving the mouse up- down - 
camera moves up and down, similar to the buttons Q and E. The camera looks straight 
and does not rotate. (Pretty much you can pan the camera with the middle mouse button.= NH) 

Transformation Tools: 
The bulk of the map objects have such characteristics as position, rotation and scale. These 
parameters define placement of the object in space. To edit these properties you can use the 
corresponding fields in the map object properties — Position, Rotation and Scale. But editing 
spatial placement of objects is much more convenient by visual means. That is what the 
transformation tool is for. 



Each of the three characteristics of an object is controlled by its own transformation tool: 

•Position transformation tool, 

•Rotation transformation tool, 

•Scale transformation tool. 

You can choose the tools on the toolbar or in the Edit menu. 

Before the placement of some objects or the object can be changed, the object must first be 
selected. Object selection works with the chosen transformation tool too, so you can first select a 
transformation tool and then select an object. 

Position Transformation Tool: 



The position transformation tool allows for changing the position of the object as specified by the 
Position property of the map object. This tool is represented with three orthogonal axes — X, Y, Z. 



To change the object's position components (X, Y or Z) you should hold the left mouse button 
over the coresponding axis and drag to an appropriate side. When the component is changed, release the 
mouse button. 

By pointing the cursor to one of the edges formed by a pair of the transformation tool axes and by 
dragging it you can change two components of the object placement simultaneously. 

On the toolbar there are additional object movement options: 

•Movement Snapping — change position with the given step, 

•Move Objects Using Local Coordinates — use local coordinates when moving 
the object. 

You can get thorough information about these buttons in the toolbar section. Of this Document. 

Rotation Transformation Tool: 



The rotation transformation tool allows for changing the rotation angle of the object as specified 
in the Rotation property of the map object. This tool is a sphere made of three circles each 
corresponding to one of the coordinate axes.- X Y Z 



To rotate the object around one of the axes (X, Y or Z), drag the corresponding sphere of the 
transformation tool. 

There is also one more circle in the rotation tool lying in a plane that is orthogonal to the camera direction. 

The additional circle orthogonal to the camera direction is colored in gray. By dragging it you can change the
rotation angle of the object around the current camera direction axis. 



Also, you can rotate the object around multiple axes. To do this, point the mouse cursor to the circle in 
the central part of the transformation tool and drag it. 

The toolbar offers additional options to rotate objects: 

•Rotation Snapping — change rotation angle with the given step 

•Move Objects Using Local Coordinates — use local coordinates when rotating 
the object. 

• Move Objects During Rotation — move objects when a group of objects is 
rotated. 

You can learn more about these buttons in the toolbar section. Of this Document. 

Scale Transformation Tool: 



The scale transformation tool allows for changing the object scale as specified by the Scale property. 
This tool is represented as three orthogonal axes — X, Y, Z. 

To change one of the components of the object's scale (X, Y, Z) drag the corresponding axis of 



the transformation tool. 

All axes of the transformation tool are connected in twos. By dragging the edge, you can change two 
components of the scale simultaneously. 



Also, by dragging the triangle in the central part of the transformation tool you can modify the scale of 
the object symmetrically along all three axes. 

The toolbar offers additional options to scale objects: 

Scale Snapping — change scale with the given step 

Move Objects During Scaling — move objects when a group of objects is scaled. 

You can learn more about these buttons in the toolbar section. Of this document. 

Menu: 
The menu items are as follows, see pics below. 



File: 

New: Create a new map. 

Open: Load a map. 

Close: Close current map. 

Recent Maps: A List of recent-opened maps. 

Save: Save map. 

Save As: Name a map or Rename it 

Import 3D Models: Easy import 3D models. (Read the import chapter) 

Scene File Import/Export: Enables you to import or export part of the map. Used when 
you need to move some of the objects from one map to another, and also when you import a 
batch of models to a scene. You will be able to learn more about exporting scenes from 
Autodesk 3ds Max. In a later section. You will also be able to learn more about exporting scenes from 
Autodesk Maya. In a later section as well. 

Reload Map Editor: Reload the Map Editor. 

Exit: Close the editor. 



Edit: 

Undo: Undo the last action. 

Redo: Redo an action. 

Select: Enables object selection mode. 

Move: Enables object selection and movement mode. You can move objects using the special 
tool of transformation in this mode. 

Rotate: Enables object selection and movement mode. You can rotate objects using the 
special tool of transformation in this mode. 

Scale: Enables object selection and scale mode. You can scale objects using the special tool of 
transformation in this mode. 

Movement Snapping: Enables/disables stepwise moving objects mode. The movement is a 



fixed-pitch font. Step specified in the options. 

Rotation Snapping: Enables/disables stepwise rotation of the objects. The rotation is a 
fixed-pitch font. Step specified in the options. 

Scaling Snapping: Enables/disables stepwise scaling of the objects. The scaling is a fixed- 
pitch font. Step specified in the options. 

Move Objects Using Local Coordinates: Enables/disables the mode of movement and 
rotation of the objects in the local coordinates of the object. The tool axis direction of the 
transformation of the objects will be in the local coordinates of the object, not the world 
coordinates. 

Move Objects During Rotation: Enables/disables the mode of moving objects during 
rotation. If option is selected, the rotation group of the selected objects is relative to the center 
of the entire group. It means that the coordinates of the objects are changing. If the option is 
disabled, then rotation of each object of the selected group is around its own center of the objects. 
Thus, the coordinates of the objects are the same. 

Move Objects During Scaling: Enables/disables moving objects during scaling. With this 
option not just selected objects are scaling, but also their coordinates relative to the center of the 
group. If the option is disabled, then the scaling of the coordinates of the selected objects doesn't work. 

Clone: Clones selected objects. 

Delete: Deletes selected objects. 

Find: Open object search dialog. 

Focus Camera To Object: Focus the camera on selected objects. 

Load Selection: Selects the objects, which have been saved before. 

Save Selection: Saves the current object selection. 10 slots are available for saving. 

Move Selected Objects To Camera: Moves the selected objects to the camera. 



View: 

Object Creation Window: Shows object Creation Window. 

Objects Window: Shows object Window. 

Properties Window: Shows properties Window. 

Output Window: Shows the output Window. 

Reset Windows Settings: Resets Windows Settings in the map editor. 

Toolbar: Choose one of the four possible positions of the toolbar. 

Status Bar: Shows the status Bar. 

Show Grid: Shows the Grid. 

Full Screen Mode: Enables full Screen Mode. 

World: 

Logic Editor: Open Logic Editor. (There will be an entire chapter about the Logic editor.) 



Profiling: 

Show Profiling Tool F11: Show Profiling Tool window. 

Object Explorer: Opens the Entity World Explorer item menu. Here you can see the 
hierarchy of objects, invisible objects, and their properties. 

Draw Static Geometry: Enables/disables draw Static Geometry. 

Draw Models: Enables/disables draw Models. 

Draw Effects: Enables/disables draw Effects. 



Draw Full-Screen Effects: Enables/disables drawing of Full-Screen Effects. 

Enable Dynamic Lighting: Enables/disables dynamic Lighting. 

Allow Hardware Instancing: Enables/disables hardware Instancing. 

Draw Wireframe: Enables/disables draw Wireframe. 

Draw Static Physics: Enables/disables draw Static Physics. 

Draw Dynamic Physics: Enables/disables draw Dynamic Physics. 

Draw Scene Graph Of Scene Objects: Enables/disables draw Scene Graph Of Scene 
Objects. 

Draw Scene Graph Of Map Objects: Enables/disables draw Scene Graph Of Map 
Objects. 

Draw Map Objects Bounds: Enables/disables draw Map Objects Bounds. 

Draw Scene Node Bounds: Enables/disables draw Scene Node Bounds. 

Draw Static Mesh Object Bounds: Enables/disables draw static mesh object bounds 
and other static objects. 

Draw Static Zones, Portals, Occluders: Enables/disables objects of the Portal System, 
such as zones, portals and occluder. 

Draw Lights: Enables/disables Draw of the geometry and size of the lights. 

Draw Game Specific Debug Geometry: Enables/disables draw Game Specific Debug 
Geometry. Game Specific Debug Geometry is determineded by programmer. 

Frustum Test Mode: Enables/disables visibility of the objects which are beyond the screen. 
When activating this mode, the objects, which are comletely beyond the the border of the screen, 
are excluded from rendering. 

Draw Shadow Debugging (PSSM): Enable/disable rendering of debug information 
related to the shadows, such as Parallel-Split Shadows Maps (PSSM). 

Reset To Defaults: Reset to the default values. 



Add-ons: 

Example of Add-on Creation: Example of Add-on Creation for editor. 

Exporting To 3D Model: Export the map To 3D Model. Supported formats FBX and 
COLLADA. 

Tools: 

Open Resource Editor: Open Resource Editor. (In DRED there will be a tab to jump back 
and forth cause DRED will be both editors in one.= NH) 

Run Simulation: This option starts the Game.exe and loads the current map. Startup options 
can be specified in settings. (In DRED I would rather it run the simulation directly in the editor. Though 
we will be able to run it from a seperate EXE as well. Prob will have two run simulation 
buttons. One to run it in the editor the other from the Game.exe. = NH) 

Options: Open editor configuration window. 

Help: 

Overview of Map Editor: Opens Overview of Map Editor, i.e this article. 



Documentation: Opens the home page of documentation.. 

About: Open the "About Program" window. 

Toolbar: 

1. Import 3D models: import 3D models. 

2. New: Create new map. 

3. Open: Load map. 

4. Save: Save map. 

5. Undo: Cancel last action. 

6. Redo: Repeat cancelled action. 

7. Select: Enable object selection mode. 

8. Move: Enable object movement upon selection. In this mode you can move objects using a 
special transformation tool. 

9. Rotate: Enable object rotation upon selection. In this mode you can move objects using a 
special tranformation tool. 

10. Scale: Enable object scaling upon selection. In this mode you can scale objects using a 
special tranformation tool. 

11. Movement Snapping: Enables/disables stepwise movement of the objects. The 
movement is a fixed-pitch font. Step is specified in the options. 

12. Rotation Snapping: Enables/disables stepwise rotation of the objects. The rotation is a 
fixed-pitch font. Step is specified in the options. 

13. Scaling Snapping: Enables/disables stepwise scalling of the objects. The scalling is a 
fixed-pitch font. Step is specified in the options. 

14. Move Objects Using Local Coordinates: Enables/disables the mode of the 
movement and rotation of the objects in the local coordinates of the object. The tool axis 



direction of the transformation of the objects will be in the local coordinates of the object, not 
in world coordinates in this mode. 

15. Move Objects During Rotation: Enables/disables moving objects mode during 
rotation. If the option is selected, the rotation group of the selected objects is relative to the 
center of the entire group. Accordingly, the coordinates of the objects are changing. If the 
option is disabled, then rotation of each selected object in the group goes around its Center. Thus, the 
coordinates of the objects remain the same. 

16. Move Objects During Scaling: Enables/disables moving objects mode during scaling. 
If this option is selected, both the objects of the selected group and their coordinates relative to 
the center of the group are scaled. If the option is disabled, then the scaling of the coordinates of the 
selected objects is not proceeded. 

17. Tools to Move Objects Step by Step: Open the menu of stepwise changes of the 
objects. More details here. 

18. Tools to Set Random Rotation, Scaling: Open the Setup menu randomly rotation 
and scaling of the objects. 

19. Tools to Set the Vertical Alignment: Opens a window for vertical alignment of 
objects. 

20. Clone: Clone selected objects. 

21. Delete: Delete selected objects. 

22. Find: Open the dialogue of searching objects. 

23. Focus Camera to Object: Center the camera on selected objects. 

24. Move Selected Objects to Camera: Move selected objects to the camera. 

25. Lock Selected Objects to Camera: Attach the selected objects to the camera. As 
long as the option is enabled, the selected objects will be moved together with the camera. 

26. Logic Editor: Open the Logic Editor. 

27. Show Grid: Show Grid. 

28. Options: Open the options of the editor. 

29. Reload Map Editor: Reload Map Editor. 

30. Open Resource Editor: Open Resource Editor. 

31. Run Simulation: Game.exe opens and loads the current map. Startup options can be set 



in the preferences. 

Tools for Step Changing of the Objects: 

1. Step Move: Allows you to specify a fixed step. Using 6-buttons, you can zoom in and out 
the coordinates of objects in the specified step along the three axes. Button beneath Align are intended 
to align the coordinates of objects for the respective axes. 

2. Step Rotate: Allows you to specify a fixed rotation. Using 6-buttons, you can zoom in and 
out the rotation angles of objects on the specified step along the three axes. Button beneath Align are 
intended to align the rotation angles of objects for the respective axes. Button Reset Rotation resets 
the corners of objects to the zero values. 

3. Step Scale: Allows you to specify a fixed step zoom. Using 6-buttons, you can zoom in and 
out scale of the objects on the specified step along the three axes. Button Constrain proportions 
is intended for saving the proportion. If it is selected, the scale changes proportionally on all three 
axes. Button Reset Rotation resets the scale objects to single values. 

Tools for Random Rotate and Scale: 



1. Random Rotate: Rotate objects randomly. Allows you to specify a range (Min, Max) in 
which the rotation angles will be generated. Button Update updates the objects. 

2. Random Scale: Scale objects randomly. Allows you to specify a range (Min, Max), which 
will be generated by the zoom factor. Select the Constrain proportions is intended for saving the 
proportion. If it is selected, the scale changes proportionally on all three axes. Button Update updates 
the objects. 

Tools for the Vertical Alignment of the Objects: 

1. Vertical Align by Bounding Box: Vertical Align by Bounding Box. Calculates the 
vertical position of the objects according to their size. 

2. Vertical Align by Bounding Box With Rotation: Vertical Align by Bounding Box 
With Rotation. Calculates the vertical position of the objects according to their size and rotation. 

3. Vertical Align by Center: Vertical Align by Center of the Objects. 

4. Update Auto Alignment: Clicking the button updates the position of the object 
according to the settings of the vertical alignment of the object (property AutoVerticalAlignment of the 
object). 



Objects Window: 
In this window you can view the list of all objects on the map. Some objects can be grouped into 
layers. Besides, any map has object of the map (Map), which contains most general map settings. 

Work with Layers: 
For the purpose of convenience, map editor supports object distribution over layers. Layers can 
include other layers, thus representing hierarchy tree 

For the creation of a new layer, you need to right-click on one of the layers that will be the 
parent to the new. Now, select the New Layer option in the context menu and specify a name for the 
new layer. 



To the right from layer name you can see layer number, the number of objects in this layer, as well as 
two icons. Press the icon with the cursor if you want to disable selection for objects of this layer. 

Clicking on the icon with an eye allows to hide the objects on a layer. 



Context Menu: 

New Layer: Create a new layer. 

Expand All: Expand all the layers. 

Collapse All: Collapse all the layers. 

Hide Objects: Hide objects in the current layer. Makes all objects of the layer invisible in the 
editor. When objects on a layer are hidden, then this item is renamed into Show Objects, and clicking on
it will display the layer objects. 

Show Objects for Layer and Sublayers: Show Objects for current Layer and all 
Sublayers. 



Hide Objects for Layer and Sublayers: Hide Objects for current Layer and all Sublayers. 

Disable Object Selection: Forbids the selection of the objects in the current layer. When 
selecting objects is already forbiddened, this item is renamed into Enable Object Selection and clicking on 
it will lead to the resolution of layer objects selection. 

Enable Selection for Layer and Sublayers: Enable Selection for current Layer and all 
Sublaers. 

Disable Selection for Layer and Sublayers: Disable Selection for current Layer and all 
Sublayers. 

Select Objects: Select all Objects, belonging to the current layer. 

Select Objects for Layer and Sublayers: Select Objects for current Layer and all 
Sublayers. 

Move Selected Objects to This Layer: Move Selected Objects to the current Layer. 

Delete: Delete the layer. 

Rename: Rename the layer. 

Object Creation Window: 
This window is for creating objects and is intended for the creation of new objects on the map. 
As a new map object can act as a prepared object,(.type object) and a 3D model as a static mesh (.mesh file). 



The buttons at the top of the window, allows the user to set the alignment and rotation of new 
objects. 

6.Vertical Align by Bounding Box: Align by Bounding Box. 

7.Vertical Align by Bounding Box with Rotation: Alignment by Bounding Box,as 
well as rotation, for the alignment of an object on an uneven surface. 

8.Vertical Align by Center: Align the object by Center. 

9.Randomize rotation: Set the random rotation around its axis. 

Creating new objects: 
This tab enables you to create objects, produced by Resource Editor. There is an icon with a 
question mark next to each object. The documentation section devoted to this object opens by clicking 
on it. 

To add a new object, you need to select the object you want in the list, and then place it on a map by 
moving the mouse cursor to the spot you want to place it in the editor window. Then click on the 
window to place it into the Scene. 

3D Models: 



This tab allows you to place 3D model on the map. It creates an object as StaticMesh.type file. 

Properties Window: 
The Properties window is used for specifying properties of the selected objects. Any object type has its 
own set of properties. Read types description for more information. 

There are five properties that are common to all objects. 



ExtendedProperties: Advanced properties for this object. With this property programmers 
can add special properties for objects, regardless of object class. 

LogicClass: Name of the associated logic class. Double-click on an object type in order to 
create a logic class and proceed to the Logic Editor. 

Name: Unique name of the object. Name can be blank if object type allows this. 

TextUserData: User data of the object. Can be used at developer's discretion. 

Type: Entity type. 

Adjusting Editor Windows: 
The editor supports adjustment of window position. To move a window, just click and hold on the title 
and drag in the desired direction, holding left button of the mouse. 

Editor Settings: 
You can access the Options window through the Tools menu. The window contains the following tabs. 



General 
This tab contains basic settings. 

Changed File Auto Update 

Update Materials: Enable/disable automatic update of the materials when changing the 
out-file materials. 

Update Meshes: Enable/disable the automatic update of mesh when changing out-files 
mesh. 

Update Texture: Enable/disable automatic update of textures when changing the out-files 
textures. 

General 

Load Previous Map at Startup: Allows you to set up automatic downloading of maps, 
which was opened during the previous session. 

Show Splash Screen at Startup: Enable/disable popup screen when loading the editor. 

Sound Volume: Sound Volume. 



Run Simulation: 

Run Simulation Parameters: Parameters of simulation run. 

Selection: 

Double Click the Selection Radius: Selection marker radius for objects selected with 
double-click. 

Show the Names of Objects: 

Settings for Drawing the Names of Objects: Setting display of the object names. 

Show the Names of Not Selected Objects: Enable/disable the Names of Non-Selected 
Objects. 

Show the Names of Objects to Select: Enable/disable the Names of Objects to Select. 
I.е. wich are under the mouse cursor or the selection rectangle. 

Show the Names of Selected Objects: Enable/disable the Names of Selected Objects. 

Viewport 

Max Frames Per Second In Active State: Max Frames Per Second In Active State. 

Max Frames Per Second In Inactive State: Max Frames Per Second In Inactive State. 

Show Amount of Triangles and Draw Calls: Show Amount of Triangles and Draw 
Calls. 

Show Frames Per Second Counter: Enable/disable Frames Per Second Counter. 

The Settings for Displaying of the Objects Names: 
The elements for which are for the display name are added by using the button Add, and can be deleted by
Delete. Each element has a number of options, described below. 



General 

Class Name: Class name of the object. The choice of the class corresponding the current 
description. 

Visible Distance: The distance from the subject to camera, after which the description is not 
displayed. 

Icon: 

Icon: Select the texture for the icon. 

Icon Color: Icon Color. 

Icon Size: Icon Size. 

Text: 

Font Height: Font Height. 

Show Text: Enable/disable text display. 

Text Color: Text Color. 



User Interface tab: 
This tab allows you to configure the fonts used in the editor. 

Fonts: 

The Font of Context Menu: The font of context menu. 

The Font of Form: The font of form. 

The Font of Main Menu: The font of main menu. 

The Font of Property Grid: The font of property grid. 

The Font of Source Code Editor: The font of source code editor. 

The Font of Tree Control: The font of tree control. 

Camera 
This tab is used to configure options for the camera. 



Keyboard 

Keyboard Movement Fast Speed: Camera Movement Fast Speed (press Shift) when 
controlling from keyboard. 

Keyboard Movement Speed: Camera speed movement in normal mode when 
controlling from keyboard. 

Keyboard Rotation Fast Speed: The rotation speed of the camera (press Shift) when 
controlling from keyboard. 

Keyboard Rotation Speed: Rotation speed of the camera in normal mode when 
controlling from keyboard. 

Mouse 

Mouse Movement Fast Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the camera movement in the 
accelerated mode (press Shift) when using the mouse. 

Mouse Movement Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the camera movement in the normal 
mode when using mouse. 

Mouse Rotation Horizontal Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the camera rotation with the 



mouse. 

Mouse Rotation Vertical Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the camera rotation with the 
mouse. 

Transform Gizmo 
In this tab, you can configure the tools for transformation of the object. 

General: 

Line Thickness: Line Thickness. 

Rotation Sensitivity: Sensitivity of the object during rotation. 

Shadow Intensity: Shadow Intensity. 

Size (pixels): Size (pixels). 

Snapping: 



Movement Snapping: Step when moving an object (in metres). 

Rotation Snapping (degrees): Step when rotating the object (in degrees). 

Scale Snapping (%): Step when scaling an object (in percentage). 

Grid: 
You can configure auxiliary grid in this tab. 

Grid Color: You can specify the grid color and opacity as well. 

Grid Height: Grid Height. 

Grid Step: Grid Step. 

Grid Visibility Distance: Grid Visibility Distance. 

Show Grid: Enable/disable displaying of the auxiliary grid. 



This is the end of the first chapter. Hope you enjoyed learning about the 
options for the map editor. 

Chapter 2 
Heightmap Terrain 

HeightmapTerrain is the basic tool you will use to create heightmap based terrains. It has 
convenient tools for editing the geometry and painting textures. In this chapter we will discuss the basic 
properties of the Heightmap Terrain system. 

Then in later chapters show you a basic tutorial on how to create a map using this system. 

I will also make an Advanced Tutorial that is not part of this document, showing you how to use 
L3DT and this system to make an advanced map! 

Working with the Terrain: 



To add a terrain to your map, you you need to use the Base\Types\HeightmapTerrain.type file. 
You will find it in the Object Creation window of the Map Editor. 

By default, the terrain is flat and painted with a grass texture. In order to edit the terrain, select it in the 
Objects window and click the Edit button located at the bottom of the properties list. 



The terrain editing window will appear. 

Terrain Editing Tools: 
Using the editing tools, you can modify the geometry, paint textures, and create holes in your terrain. 

Editing the terrain is done by painting it: terrain is a canvas, and the tool is a brush. You can 
paint on the terrain by holding the left mouse button. The longer you hold the brush in the same place on 
the terrain, the stronger the terrain texture changes. 

3 toolsets are at your disposal to edit the terrain. 

Editing Geometry 
A set of tools used to edit the geometry of the terrain. 



Geometry Raise: Raise the terrain. If you hold down the Shift key, the terrain will be 
lowered. 

Geometry Lower: Lower the terrain. If you hold down the Shift key, the terrain will be 
raised. 

Geometry Smooth: Smooth the terrain. 

Geometry Flattern: Flatten the terrain. 

Texture Painting: 
A set of tools used to texture the terrain. Painting is done in layers, which need to be configured in the 
Layers property of the heightmap terrain. 

Paint: Painting the texture with a brush. When pressing the Shift key, the tool erases the 
texture. 

Clear: Cleaning of the terrain. it acts as an eraser, removeing the texture painted. When 



pressing the Shift key, the tool paints the terrain. 

Paint Smooth: This smoothes the coloring of the neighbouring areas. This will make them 
blend better. 

Paint Flattern: Coloring alignment. You can extend already painted area with this tool. 

Creating Holes: 
You can create holes in the terrain with this set of tools. This is called the Hole Tool. 
You can use this to make holes in the terrain. That way you can use it to make underground tunnels 
with 3D models. Though this is a pure 3D terrain. And does not use Voxel terrain. 

Add Hole: Create holes. If you press the Shiftkey, the holes will be deleted. 

Remove Hole: Remove holes. If you press the Shift key, the holes will be created. 



Configuration Tools: 

Configuring Brush: 
The way the brush affects the terrain can be adjusted with the following parameters: 

Shape: The shape of the brush. You can choose between Circle and Square. 

Outer Radius: Outer radius of the brush. In the area between the outer and inner radii, the 
brush effect on the terrain gradually weakens. 

Inner Radius: Inner radius of the brush. The brush effect is at it's maximum strenght in the 



area inside the inner radius. 

Strength: The impact of the tool on the terrain. The higher the value, the faster the brush will 
modify the terrain. 

Configuring Layers: 
The layers are used for texturing the terrain.They can be configured in the Layers property of the 
heightmap terrain. You need to press [...] to customize the layers in the properties menu. 

You can edit the list of layers in the popup window. 



The buttons Add and Remove are used to add and remove layers. 

Each layer has the following settings: 

BaseMap: Diffuse texture. 

BaseNormalMap: Normal map. 

BaseScale: The stretch factor of the base texture. 

BaseSpecularMap: Specular map. 

DetailMap: Detail texture overlayed on the diffuse texture. 

DetailNormalMap: Normal map for the detail texture. 

DetailScale: The stretch factor of the detail textures. 

DetailSpecularMap: Specular map for the detail texture. 

Name: The name of the layer. 

ProjectionAxis: This parameter sets which axis you want to stretch the texture. The selected 
axis sets the normal to the plane, which will stretch the texture. If the selected axis is ZAxis, then the 
texture will be stretched on axes X and Y. Similarly, for Y — X and Z and for X — Y and Z. You also need to 
remember that, for example, a rock texture can be located on vertical surfaces and 



horizontal. To avoid this, for this type of textures you can create 2 layers with different 
ProjectionAxis. 

SpecularColor: The color of the specular highlights. 

SpecularShininess: Determines the strength of the specular highlights (corner of 
dispersion). 

Properties 
This is the properties settings for the Heightmap Terrain system and how they work. 

Entity Class: 

Components: List of attached components. 

LogicClass: Reference to the Logic Editor class. Read more about how to work with the Logic 
Editor class. 

Name: Object name. 

Tags: User defined information. Defined as key — value pairs. It is used for user's needs. 

Type: Object type. It can not be changed. 

Geometry Group: 

AllowVertexTextureFetchOptimization: Enable/disable terrain rendering 
optimization. This optimization reduces the amount of memory used. 

HeightmapSize: The texture size of the terrain. The higher the value, the more detailed the 
terrain will be. Can slow down the entire system if you go over 
1024. We will need to fix that in our engine. 

HorizontalSize: Size of the terrain. 

LODSettings: Group of properties used for level of detail settings. 

•Enabled: allows you to completely disable level of detail optimizations. 

•LodLevelDistances: specifies a formula for calculating the levels of detail. You can 
enter an arbitrary formula. The parameter "level" is the level of detail and takes values 



0, 1, 2, 3, and so on. Output formula gives the switching distance of a certain level to the 
next. Default: "100 + level * 200". 

•MaxCount: the maximum number of LOD levels. 

•MorphAreaPercent: defines the width of the transition between LOD levels. By 
default equal to 0.3, i.e. 30% of the distance between the two levels. 

•ShowLevels: helps to see each LOD level (for debugging). 

Position: The position of the terrain on the map. (X Y Z) 

TileSize: A Tile is a group of cells of the terrain, which is drawn with a single drawcall. For 
example, 16x16 is 256 cells that are drawn together. If there is at least one cell from a tile 
visible, the engine draws the entire tile. You also need to remember that you cannot put more than 5 
texture layers on one tile. This option is recommended to select during the optimization of the map. 

VerticalSize: Maximum height in meters. The terrain can not be raised higher than specified 
in this parameter. It is important to configure it before you edit your HeightmapTerrain, 
otherwise, changing this parameter will change the height of your whole terrain. 

Visible: Show or hide the terrain. 

Painting Group: 

AmbientOcclusion: Ambient Occlusion calculation settings. 

•Blur: blur the texture after calculation or not. 

•Enabled: allows you to enable/disable Ambient Occlusion. 

•IterationCount: the number of iterations of the calculation. The higher the number, 
the better the quality will be and the longer the calculation process will take. 

•Power: the power of the AO effect. 

•RayLength: the length of the ray in the calculation. Affects the softness of the result. 

•Size: the size of the texture 

CastDynamicShadows: Enable/disable terrain shadows. If True is chosen, then the terrain 
will cast shadows. 

DetailMapDistance: Visibility radius for the detail textures, depending on the camera. 



Layers: The list of texture layers. Layers are used to texture the terrain. More info about 
editing the layers here. 

MasksSize: The pixel size of the mask used to paint textures. The higher the value, the more 
detailed/smoother blend layers will be and the clearer will be the texture splatting. 

ReceiveStaticShadows: Enable/disable the geometry of the terrain in the calculation of 
static lighting. More info about static lighting here. 

RenderQueueGroup: The render order of the terrain relative to other objects 

SimpleRendering: Switch to the simplified rendering method. Normal maps, reflections and 
shadows are disabled in this mode. This mode increases productivity. 

Physics Group: 

Collision: Enable or disable the calculation of collisions between objects and the terrain. 

CollisionHeightfieldThickness: Thickness of the body used in the computation of terrain 
physics. Used only in PhysX. 

CollisionMaterialName: Type of terrain. You can choose from 4 values: Metal, Wood, 
Rubber, Ice. This parameter affects the properties of the physical bodies interaction. 

Problems and Solutions: 

Configuring the Levels of Detail 
Often when editing terrain you can see holes in the geometry. This problem is solved by modifying 
the LOD calculation formula or by disabling levels of details (speed noticeably 
decreases when LOD is disabled). To modify the calculation formula, you need to go to 
properties, expand the list LODSettings and configure the property LodLevelDistances, which is described 
above. 

Depending on the heightmap size. 1000 x 1000 and so on. I have found that it is better to bring 
the calculation up to around "100 + level * 3000". If say you got a heightmap terrain that is 
10000 x 10000m. And so forth. It will not show any holes and cuts in the terrain at all. Just add or subtract
from the 3000 until you find that it is just right. 

The pic below shows what the holes in the terrain will look like. If you don't have the settings correct. 



This is the end of chapter 2 

Chapter 3 

Maps, or worlds in NeoAxis 3D Engine represent the space where 

objects are located. Terrain, environment, sky, buildings, vegetation, 

animals, equipment and characters are considered as map objects. In 

order to create or edit a map, you need to use the Map Editor. 

In this tutorial you will learn how to create a simple map, add terrain and 
light sources to it, etc. At the end of tutorial we will launch the simulation 
and play the map, controlling a character. 

For more info about importing 3D models you can check Import Content 
section in Articles. 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Articles/Overview_of_Map_Editor
http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Articles


Creating a New Map 

After launching the Map Editor select File -> New menu item. 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Articles/Overview_of_Map_Editor


In the window popup, specify the path to the folder where the new map will be located. The 

path is relative to the Data folder. Let's say our new map will be located in the 

Maps\SimpleMap folder. In addition, in this window, you can choose the objects that will be 

automatically created on the map. Leave the default settings and press the Create button. 



The map has been created. You are now ready to fill it with objects! In order to move across the 

map, use the W, A, S, D keys (to move in horizontal directions) and Q, E keys (to move in vertical 

directions). You can also rotate the camera view by holding down the right mouse button. For 

more information you can read Map Editor. 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Articles/Overview_of_Map_Editor


Terrain Editing 

Your terrain object has been created automatically when you have created
the map (as you have checked the heightmap based terrain box).In order 
to start editing it, you first need to select it in the object panel.If you 
haven't created the heightmap terrain during map creation, you can create
it now by selection Base\Types\HeightmapTerrain in the object creation 
window. 



Now that the terrain is selected, simply click the edit button at the bottom 
of the properties panel. 

In the edit window, you can edit the terrain's geometry and textures. 
Geometry allows you to control the terrain's shape(create mountains, hills 
or plains). The texture painting tools allow you to paint the texture you 
want to have on your terrain, in order to represent the various materials it 
can be made of: grass, rock, sand, etc. 

Read the article about Terrain editing 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Entity_Types/Base/HeightmapTerrain.type


Editing Sky 

Sky is used in a majority of maps. The most simple kinds of skies are 
SkyBox and SkyDome. SkyBox is a cube with 6 textures applied on it's 
interior faces. SkyDome is a hemisphere with a texture on it's inner 
surface. A sky is automatically added when you are creating a new map if 
you tick Sky box in the map creation menu. There are several methods of 
making skies in the engine as described in making sky tutorial. 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Tutorials/Making_sky_(sky_box,_sky_dome_and_other_methods)%7C


Editing of Sun and Light Source 

Light sources in the engine act as the ones in real life. The type 
representing a light source is called Light.type. in addition to the standard 
light source, Neoaxis also have a type that is representing the 
Sun:Sun.type. It differs from the ordinary light source on certain 
characteristics and is also displayed as a billboard (a plane image 
representing sun, always facing the camera). If you need to create the sun 
for your map, not a simple source of light (a light bulb, for example), it is 
more convenient to use Sun.type. 

Learn more about Light.type and Sun.type. 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Entity_Types/Base/Sun.type
http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Entity_Types/Base/Light.type
http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Entity_Types/Base/Sun.type
http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Entity_Types/Base/Light.type




Editing a Spawn Point 

A spawn point is a place on the map where the character will appear after 
a map is loaded. A spawn point is automatically created on the map, if the 



Spawn point checking is tick in the new map creation window. If you want 
to create spawn points when your map is already created, select 
Types\Special\SpawnPoint in the objects creation window and put it on 
the map. 

More about SpawnPoint.type 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Entity_Types/Special/SpawnPoint.type


Adding Objects 

If you want to place 3D models on the map, it's important to know that it 
can be done in two ways. The first way is to place a static 3D model using 
the type StaticMesh.type. The second method involves the creation of an 
object type in the resource editor and then to create it on the map. This 
method is needed to create complex and interactive objects. Click here to 
read more about the different methods of creating objects. 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Tutorials/Creating_a_simple_game_object
http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Tutorials/Creating_a_simple_game_object
http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Entity_Types/Base/StaticMesh.type


Let's start with the addition of a rock static mesh (StaticMesh.type). First, 
go to the 3D Model tab in the object creation window and select the 
Maps\RTSDemo\Models\RockBig\RockBig.mesh file. 

Place this big rock on the map. Use your mouse to put it where you want

on the map. Then click the left mouse button to place it. 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Entity_Types/Base/StaticMesh.type




Now, the editor offers you to place another similar object, but since we 

only need one, press Escape, to complete the object creation process. 

The stone has been created. If you need to edit it, you can change it's 
position, rotation or scale with the transformation tools, set new 
properties or clone it (edit -> clone or shift + drag with the object 
selected). 





Our next step is to add a box on the map, which is a type that have been 

previously created in the Ressource Editor. To do this, in the Object 

Creation window, select the type Types\Dynamic\Box. 





Place the box on the map as you have done it with the stone. 

Read more about how to edit created objects here Overview of Map 
Editor. 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Articles/Overview_of_Map_Editor
http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Articles/Overview_of_Map_Editor


Map Compositor Manager Setup 

Map Compositor Manager controls full-screen effects. The engine includes 
a large set of post-effects, such as for example depth of field, color 
correction or SSAO. You can find the full list of available post-effects in 
overview of Full Screen Effects. The Map Compositor Manager is 
automatically added to the map if you select Compositor manager in the 
new map creation window. If you haven't created it when you have 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Articles/Overview_of_Full_Screen_Effects
http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Entity_Types/Base/MapCompositorManager.type


created your map, you can add it by going to the Object Creation window, 
selecting it and clicking one the map to create it 

As an example let's add the post effect DepthOfField on the map. Firts, 
select the MapCompositorManager in the map objects list. 

In the Properties window, click the [...] button, on the Items property 

line. 





The popup window allows you to edit the list of post-effects used on the 

map. Add the DepthOfField post-effect, by selecting it from the menu 

that appears when you click Add, and press the OK button. 



Now if we focus our attention on closest objects - cube and rock, we can 



notice that they look sharp, and that the distant objects are blurred 

More details the Map Compositor Manager can be found here Setting post
effects in Map Editor. 

http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Articles/Overview_of_Full_Screen_Effects#Setting_post_effects_in_Map_Editor
http://www.neoaxis.com/wiki/Documentation/Articles/Overview_of_Full_Screen_Effects#Setting_post_effects_in_Map_Editor


Starting of the Map 

It's time to test our newly created map. To do this, click Run Simulation in 
the main panel. 

Starting the map, you can run through it and evaluate the result of the 

work. 





Chapter 4
Chapter 4 will be about advanced map editor map making. This will be 

written directly by me. And will have all kinds of new information and 

advanced techniques. This chapter will take me a while to write. So 

please be patent. The above chapter covers the major basics. This will 

cover really advanced techniques that uses outside map making design 

software. Such as L3DT and Geo Control 2. Please stay tuned. 
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